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ABSTRACT
The research is a discriptive analysis research, that aims
to describe the difficulties faced by students while
studying discrete mathematics and the factors that cause
difficulties themselves. It is needs to be studied in depth
so that discrete mathematics learning for the new smester
the difficulties experienced by students can be minimized
by the new teaching method by paying attention to class
conditions during learning. The subjects of this study
were information system student in second smesters (SI
2I), STMIK Royal Kisaran which numbered 33 people.
This study aims to examine the results of students
learning discrete mathematics, and examine what factors
are causing students difficulty learning discrete
mathematics. The methods used is a mix method which is
qualitative methods and quantitative methods. Data
collections as the result of discrete mathematics learning
outcomes, and mathematical learning difficulty
questionnaire data. The results showed that most students
still had difficulty learning discrete mathematics. This is
because an average value is 49,79 the value category is in
a low range, which is less.

INTRODUCTION
Mathematics is one of the disciplines that has a unique characteristic, which is
full of concepts, ranging from simple concepts to complex and abstract concepts.
Mathematics requires conceptual understanding, if a concept is not understood, then the
next concept based on the previous concept will be difficult or even impossible to
understand. System informations exposes students to mathematics discretes through
theory and tutorial which focuses on other topics, standard forms of interpretation given
can be in the form of words or verbs, writting, pictures, tables, graphics, concerete
objects, mathematical symbol and others [1].
Mathematical problem and mathematical problem solving ability A situation is
called a prblem when there is an awareness that the importance of carrying out an action
but cannot immediately fulfill it. In the context of formal education, on mathematics are
present in the form of question. These problems can be sourced from within
mathematics it self, and can also be sourced from real life in volving facts that can be
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modeled in to mathematics. Mathematics education is devoted to understanding
mathematical concepts and ideas which are then applied in routine and non routine
problem solving through reasoning, communication, and connection development insed
mathematics and outside mathematics it self [2].
Research counducted find students who have the basic ability level of the upper
group, their visual representation ability is in the high category, their symbol
representation ability is in the medium category, their verbalrepresentation abilityis in
the low category. To find out the ability of informatics engineering students in thinking
logically, critically, rationalist, efective, carefull and efective in solving mathematical
problems, an analysis of mathematical represerntation is needed [3].
Tabel 1. Indicator of Students Mathematical Representation Ability
No Aspects of Representation
Representation Ability Indicator
1
Visual Representation
Students restate data or information from a
Table Chart
representation to a table representation
Students create charts to clarify problem and
facilitate resolution
2
Symbol Representation
Student operate symbol and check how it is
solved
3
Verbal Representation
Students answer question by explaining word or
written text, the language used by students to
explain something
Mathematics teaching and learning process stressed on understanding of
concepts and skills in basic mathematic discretes. Therefore understanding the basic
mathematics discretes concepts is important in the process of students’ learnings. This
research is to determine, through students final examination answer scripts (FEAS).

METHOD
The study used the descriptive techniq often include constructing tables of
means and quantiles, measures of dispersion such as variance or standart deviation, and
cross tabulations or crosstabs that can be used to examine many disprate hypotheses..
The researcher implemented the quantitative approach first, in order to identify the
difficult item based on the data of the students responses toward the examination test
item. Then, the researcher implemented the qualitative and quantitative methods. Data
collection as the result of discrete mathematics learning outcomes, and mathematical
learning difficulty questionnaire data, approach to identify the factors that chaused the
difficulties for the students long with the strategies that may be suggested toward the
lecture and students so that they master the difficult test items [4].
The were 33 mathematics dicretes students who seated for the final
examinations. The students had been instructed to answer four from five questions in
the final examinations. five questions were developed from all topics in the course and
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questions 1 based from basic mathematics discrete. From the sample, only 33 students
class information system 2I or class SI 2I answered question were chosen as the
respondents. The demographic profile of respondents. The analysis research, are
focused to the difficulties faced by students while studying discrete mathematics and the
factors that cause difficulties themselves, category of error which are in multiplying the
devidend by the reciprocal of the divisor, error in adding mathematics discrete fractions
with the one denominator as a multiple of the other denominator, error in adding
mathematics discrete fractions with the same denominator and error in simplifying
mathematics discrete fractions to the lowest fraction. The analysis also focused of error
which are wrong concept, wrong mathematical operation and carelessness as factors
thats cause difficulties themselve [5].

Image 1. Examine UTS (Examine midle smester)

Image 2. Examine UAS (Examine last smester)
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Data
The data in the study were the mathematics discretes examinations test items
sets and their responses, the factors that chaused the students difficulties in completing
the difficult test, items along with the strategies that the lecture and students may
implemented in order to overcome the difficulties
The objective of this research is to determine, through students final examination
answer scripts (FEAS), the erorr created by students as the are engaged in solving basic
mathematics discretes problems. The researchers are to identify students erorrs when
multyplying the dividend by the reciprocal of the devisor, adding discretes fractions
with the denominator as a multiple of the other denominator, adding fractions with the
same denominator and simplifying discretes fraction to the lowest fraction. The
researchers also would like to find the types of errors made by students in solving the
questions.
Research Question
1) What is students erorr in adding mathematic discretes fractions with the one
denominator as a multiple of the other denominator ?
2) What is the students error in adding mathematics discretes fractions with the
same denominator ?
3) What is the students erorr in simlifying mathematics discretes fraction to the
lowest fraction?
4) What are the types of errors made by students?
Examinition value students UTS discretes mathematics include independent task and
quiz.

Image 3. Value Examine UTS
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Examinition Value students UAS discretes mathematics include independent task and
quiz.

Image 4. Value Examine UAS

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Data were data were analysis using descriptive statistics to calculate percentage.
Item analysis, to answer the first and fourth research questions which are what is the
students error in multiplying the devidend by the reciprocal of the divisor and what is
the students error in simplifying mathematics discretes fraction to the lowest fraction,
the results as following :
Uw/ι² : uw²v/t

(1)

Solving method from the final examinations schame:
Step 1 : Uw/ι² : uw²v/t
Step II : ι²/t
Answer : t/wι³
Tabel 2. Analysis outcome students study disceretes mathematical information system
Method Value
Means Value
Category
Independent task
38.36
Less
Quiz
32.07
Very less
UTS
36.57
Less
UAS
49.79
Less
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CONCLUSION
Based on the results of the discretes, it can be concluded that the mathematical
representation of high, medium and low ability students of the information system study
program, STMIK ROYAL in solving assignment problems in the discretes course is that
high ability students can complete multiple representation, matrix using visual and
symbolic proposision and arithmetic. and well, but lacks in verbal representation.
Likewise for the discretes mathematical representation ability of students with moderate
abilities is having multiple representation, doing well in visual and symbolic
representation, but there are steps in solving that have been missed and still lacking in
the implimentation of the final result which lies in the verbal
As a conclusion, finding from the reaserch indicate that lecturers have to
emphasize more on simplifying basic mathematic discretes concept during delivering of
lectures.
This research also is a expacted to help the lecturer in varying effective teaching
techniques and explaining to the students about types of errors should be avoided when
solving mathematic discretes fraction problem.
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